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Introduction
The story of the Klamath Mountains is one of rivers, forests, steep terrain and fire.
In the ground-breaking fire history research study in the Thompson Ridge area of the
Happy Camp/Oak Knoll Ranger District by Skinner and Taylor (1998), the fact that
wildfire was a very frequent visitor was unquestionably demonstrated. The study showed
fire burning as frequently as every eight years on south-facing (hotter) slopes to 16.5 years
on east-facing (cooler) slopes. Skinner and Taylor broke the myth that fire in the Klamath
Mountains occurred on an infrequent cycle similar to the Pacific Northwest area.
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Figure 1: 15 Years of Klamath National Forest wildfire history

The Mediterranean climate of California generally brings an abundance of winter
moisture coupled with hot, dry summers. Summer droughts are typical, with three to
four month periods of no meaningful precipitation common. Moisture during the
fall/winter/spring period creates ideal growing conditions and, as living vegetation dies,
also creates ideal conditions for accumulating dead organic material which can burn. In
the Pacific Northwest, the fall/winter/spring rainy season creates the same organic
material, but the difference is that summers in that area are likewise typically moist. The
moisture during the warm months creates decomposition of the burnable material. In
the Klamath Mountains, the absence of moisture during the summer months results in
insufficient decomposition of organic material, which in time accumulates, becoming
high fire hazard fuel during the long, hot and dry summer months. Before modern fire
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suppression practices, frequent wildfire kept the accumulating organic material in
balance, which in turn perpetuated low to moderate intensity wildfire events in the
region.
The human side of the fire season equation is as complicated as the environmental
components. There is a societal expectation that wildfires should be suppressed. All
wildfires on the Klamath National Forest (Klamath or KNF) in 2014 were “full suppression
strategy” fires. Aggressive initial attack (IA) was utilized, while carefully considering
firefighter and public safety. Multiple fire starts can quickly exceed the capacity of the IA
workforce to successfully suppress every fire. The Klamath had its normal complement of
fire resources as the summer began but as the lightning fires commenced in mid-July,
additional engines and crews were requested to augment the KNF IA firefighting capacity.
Multiple fire starts can be problematic in
suppression operations. Numbers of fires
can quickly overwhelm available
firefighting resources. Ordering
specialized firefighting resources (such as
smokejumpers and helicopter rappelers)
and requesting additional crews and fire
engines can help. When lightning storms
arrive with precipitation, they provide
additional time for firefighters, as fires are
dampened down with the moisture. Fires
can be prioritized and lower priorities can
“wait” and not become problematic as
firefighting resources secure higher
priority fires and move to the lower ones.
When storms come in dry, every fire
potentially becomes a priority as they can
become quickly established and rapidly
Figure 2: Little Deer fire August 2, 2014
increase in size and complexity. The
summer of 1987 was memorable because
the Forest was overwhelmed by over 170 fires that were started by lightning that occurred
over several days. Because there was some moisture, all of the fires did not become
problems right away, yet due to the sheer volume of the event, 8 of the starts eventually
grew into large fires. In 2014, only 34 fires were started over a four day period at the end of
July, but because of the drought, dry fuels and lack of firefighting resources, several of the
fires became problematic very quickly. The next major lightning event in mid-August
came in without moisture the first day and moist the second; it started 44 fires, with
several of those developing into large fires due to extreme conditions and lack of available
resources.
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Prelude to the Fire Season
Fire seasons are complex, dynamic processes. They are a mix of drought, hot
temperatures, wildland fuels, topography, wind, ignition sources, and availability of
firefighting resources. The mixture of these elements has always dictated what happens in
a fire season. The 2014 fire season for the Klamath National Forest experienced a
confounding mix of all of the ingredients.

Three Years of Drought
The biggest story leading
up to the 2014 fire season
was the persistent drought.
The 2014 fire season was at
least three years in the
making. In early July, the
regional Climate Center
declared: “All of California is
in severe drought" (shown
in orange on Figure 1), and
82 percent is rated “extreme
drought” (in red). The
Center’s highest drought
rating -- “exceptional
drought” (crimson) -covered 58 percent of the
state, up from 36 percent
just a week prior.

Figure 3: Three Year Precipitation Departure from Average, 2011-2014.

Exceptional
drought is marked
by crop and
pasture loss and
water shortages
that fall within the
top two percentiles
of the drought
indicators.

Figure 4: Three Year Progression of the Drought in California, 2011-2014.
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The Northern California Geographic Coordination Center (the interagency hub for
firefighting resources, also known as “North Ops”) reported, “by April 1st, the best snow
pack in Northern California was only 25% of normal and it did not get any higher. For
some of our river basins, winter 2013-2014 was drier than winter 1976-1977 which was last
driest on record.”

2014 Weather Summary as of Mid-August
Precipitation

Since the beginning of the water year October
1, 2013, total precipitation (and the departure
from average) painted a very grim picture. To
compound the dry situation, when limited
moisture was received, it did not fall as snow
in the higher elevations.
Data from the Yreka Cooperative Weather
Station, as recorded and analyzed by the
Desert Research Institute, shows an average
annual precipitation amount of 18.74 inches
based on data going back to 1893. In 2013
(feeding into the 2014 fire season), Yreka had

Figure 5: Precipitation Departure from Average for
the Water year October 1 through August 2014.

8.18 inches, the second lowest annual amount
recorded. The lowest on record was 8.02 inches
in 1949. Happy Camp’s annual average is 49.47
inches. There were 14.95 inches recorded at the
Slater Butte Lookout (near Happy Camp) in
2013.

Maximum Temperatures

Northern California and Siskiyou County
experienced an extremely high number of
exceptionally hot days in July 2014. The
graphic at the right (Figure 6) represents the
numbers of days temperatures were above the
“average” high temperatures since late June.

Figure 6: Average Maximum Temperature
Departure from Average.
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Based on information from the Desert Research Institute, prior to July 2014, Yreka’s
average maximum daily high temperature was 91.4 degrees, and Happy Camp’s was 95.0
degrees. New records were set in July 2014, with Yreka at 98.7 degrees (an increase of
over seven degrees from the old record) and Happy Camp at 100.33 degrees (an increase
over five degrees).

The Forest Fuels
Fuel is the source of heat that drives combustion. Fire managers consider many factors
when assessing fuels – quantity, type, depth - but fuel moisture is the one factor most
closely monitored, as it fluctuates
hourly, daily, monthly and, in the case
of drought, yearly. Fuel moisture
largely dictates whether a fuel is
available to ignite and/or carry
combustion (burn and spread).

Figure 7: Little Deer fire, August 4, 2014.

The previously described drought,
precipitation and temperature
conditions on the Klamath in 2014 set
the stage for making wildland fuels
available to ignite and burn. From the
Fuels and Fire Behavior Advisory,
Northern California, July 23, 2014:

“Long term drought conditions along with hot and dry weather have led to very low live and
dead fuel moistures. Weather and fuels conditions are contributing to active to extreme fire
behavior and above normal large fire potential for Northern California.
The extremely dry and warm conditions of April, May and June combined with the extreme
to exceptional drought conditions have led to low live and dead fuel moistures. Lack of
winter snow cover exposed much of the upper elevation fuels to drying conditions weeks and
even months sooner than normal. Grasses have fully cured across low and middle elevations
and have begun curing at upper elevations.
Difference from normal conditions: Live and dead fuel moistures are approximately 6 weeks
ahead of normal and typical of mid-August. Extreme to exceptional drought, the highest
levels on the Drought Monitor system, now cover nearly the entire North state. Live fuel
moistures never reached typical seasonal maximums and are rapidly moving toward critical
levels. All time lag classes of dead fuels are at moisture levels that allow for easy ignition
and rapid spread.”
Seasonal climate and recent weather shape fuel moisture content. Live plants and trees
can hold as much as three times their weight in moisture during a healthy growing
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season. Dead fuels hold far less moisture, topping out at about 30% of their weight.
Moisture levels of smaller diameter dead fuels can change daily.
Air temperature is an important factor in the combustion process. It drives moisture out
of the fuel while simultaneously raising fuel temperature. By raising the fuel temperature,
less energy is required to bring fuels to their ignition point and makes them more readily
available to burn. Concurrently, driving moisture out of the fuels also lowers the amount
of energy required for ignition, thus providing more energy to the combustion process as
well as making the fuels more available to burn.

Live Fuels

Live Fuel Moisture (%)

During drought
Oak Knoll - Ceonothus Buckbrush
periods, the
absence of soil
160
140
moisture forces
120
living plants to
100
end their
80
2014 Observations
growing season
60
Average
40
and lapse into
20
dormancy
Low
0
sooner. During
dormancy,
moisture in plant
Date
tissues (needles,
Figure 8: Oak Knoll live fuel moisture Ceonothus Buckbrush.
leaves, stems,
etc.) declines,
thus creating a situation that requires less energy from wildfire to dry, ignite and burn.
These conditions create greatly increased overall combustibility. As stated in the Fuels
and Fire Behavior Advisory, the live fuels were six weeks ahead of their “normal” timing
for becoming available to burn. Live fuels start becoming volatile below 100% moisture
content, and approach critical volatility levels at 75% depending upon their species.
The live fuel moisture graphs (Figure 8 and Figure 9) demonstrate the trend for the live
fuels at the Oak Knoll Work Center, near Klamath River. Coming out of winter dormancy,
both Ceanothus and Manzanita quickly increased moisture content, but never reached
normal live fuel moisture content due to the dry winter and spring. With the onset of hot
and dry summer weather, both brush species quickly decreased in moisture content,
leaving live fuels at or near critically low values, which meant they were readily available
to burn.
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Live Fuel Moisture (%)

Fire managers pay close attention to the ongoing situation with live fuels. When live
fuels are in the peak of their growing period, they contribute very little to fire spread and
intensity. As the fire season progresses, live fuels start to lose their moisture, become
more mature leading towards dormancy, and become more available to burn. As conifers
go into dormancy and the foliage moisture declines, crown fuels (limbs and needles
higher in the tree)
Oak Knoll - Manzanita
become more
available and fires
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Figure 9: Oak Knoll live fuel moisture Manzanita.

Dead Fuels

Date
7-May
14-May
21-May
28-May
4-Jun
11-Jun
18-Jun
25-Jun
2-Jul
9-Jul
16-Jul
23-Jul
30-Jul
6-Aug
13-Aug
20-Aug
27-Aug
3-Sep
10-Sep
17-Sep
24-Sep
1-Oct
8-Oct
15-Oct
22-Oct
29-Oct

100 hr fuel moisture percent

Dead fuels are the
30
2014 West Side
primary contributor to
100 Hr Fuel Moisture Trends
fire ignition and fire
20
spread. Smaller diameter
(less than one inch) dead
10
fuels are the primary
drivers of fire spread.
Larger diameter (larger
0
than three inches) dead
fuels contribute to fire
spread as well, but they
do not burn as quickly.
Likewise, larger diameter
dead fuels take-in and
Average
Minimum
2014
lose moisture more
10th Percentile
3rd Percentile
slowly. Fire managers
Figure 10: 1” to 3" dead fuel moisture for the KNF west side, 2014.
look to the moisture
content of larger dead
fuels as a good indicator of potential fire severity or intensity and as an indicator of the
dryness of the wildland in general.
Figure 10 and Figure 11 display fuel moisture information for smaller diameter dead fuels
(also known as “100 hour timelag fuels,” one to three inches in diameter) and larger
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diameter dead fuels (or “1000 hour fuels,” three to six inches in diameter). One hundred
hour fuels require about four days to dry out to achieve their moisture equilibrium with
the environment and 1000 hour fuels require about 40 days.
Fire managers also use
the concept of
“Probability of Ignition”
30
(PI) to estimate the
chance of a new fire
20
starting should a spark or
ember fall into an
unburned area. The
10
Probability of Ignition is
dependent on the
0
moisture level of fine
fuels (or “one hour fuels,”
less than ¼ inch in
Average
Minimum
2014
diameter). During the
summer of 2014, fine fuel
10th Percentile
3rd Percentile
moistures went as low as
Figure 11: 3” to 6" dead fuel moisture for the KNF west side, 2014.
2%, an exceptionally dry
level. During hot, sunny days, the accompanying PI for these conditions was in the 90 to
100% range (meaning that between 90 and 100 out of 100 sparks will initiate a new fire if
they land on receptive fuels). This fact helps explain why spot fires ahead of the main
fires in 2014 were common and challenging.
Date
7-May
14-May
21-May
28-May
4-Jun
11-Jun
18-Jun
25-Jun
2-Jul
9-Jul
16-Jul
23-Jul
30-Jul
6-Aug
13-Aug
20-Aug
27-Aug
3-Sep
10-Sep
17-Sep
24-Sep
1-Oct
8-Oct
15-Oct
22-Oct
29-Oct

1000 hr Value in percent

2014 West Side
1000 Hr Fuel Moisture Trends

Ten hour fuels (less than one inch in diameter) were in the 3 to 4% fuel moisture range
during the summer of 2014. These exceptionally dry smaller diameter dead fuels (one and
ten hour fuels) drove the significant wildfire spread rates observed in 2014.

Fire Danger and Fire Behavior
The National Fire Danger Rating System (NFDRS) provides tools to help predict fuels
conditions and the cumulative severity of a fire season. The two tools of this system most
commonly used by fire managers are the Energy Release Component (ERC) and the
Burning Index (BI).
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ERC
The Energy
Release
Component
(ERC) is a
NFDRS index
related to how
hot a fire could
burn. ERC is
directly related
to the 24-hour,
potential worst
case, total
available energy
(BTUs) per unit
area (in square
feet) within the
flaming front at
the head of a fire.

ERC Value
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Figure 12: ERC trends on the west side. Note that the values exceeded all-time highs
in early September.
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ERC Value

The ERC is a good indicator of the progression of the local fire season, as it tracks
seasonal fire danger trends well. The ERC is a function of the fuel model (grass, brush,
forested, or timber slash) and relies heavily on live and dead fuel moistures readings. Fuel
loading (weight of
fuel per acre), live
2014 East Side ERC Trends
woody fuel
100
moistures, and
90
larger dead fuel
80
moistures all have
70
60
an influence on
50
the ERC. The
40
lighter, small
30
diameter fuels
20
10
have less influence
0
and wind speed
has none. ERC has
low variability,
and is the best fire
Average
Maximum
2014
90th Percentile
97th Percentile
danger
th
Figure 13: ERC trends for the east side. ERC approached the 97 percentile (extreme
component for
highs) in early September.
indicating the
effects on fire behavior of intermediate to long-term drying. ERC was not designed as a
drought index.
ERC is commonly relied upon by fire managers to help estimate potential fire spread rates
and fire behavior. These estimates inform suppression strategies. In 2014, burning
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conditions were so extreme that actual fire spread rates and behavior consistently
outpaced model predictions. This is rarely experienced, and was another indicator to the
severity of the fire season. ERC for northwestern California reached record highs by early
September but tumbled quickly when the rain occurred in late September.

Date
8-May
16-May
24-May
1-Jun
9-Jun
17-Jun
25-Jun
3-Jul
11-Jul
19-Jul
27-Jul
4-Aug
12-Aug
20-Aug
28-Aug
5-Sep
13-Sep
21-Sep
29-Sep
7-Oct
15-Oct
23-Oct

Burning Index

BI
The Burning
2014 West Side BI Trends
Index (BI) is an
110
NFDRS
100
indicator
90
relating to the
80
70
flame length at
60
the head of a
50
fire. BI is used
40
30
to estimate how
20
difficult a fire
10
0
will be to
control (how
fast and how
hot it will burn).
Average
Maximum
2014
90th Percentile
97th Percentile
The graphs used
to display BI (as Figure 14: Burning Index on the west side. Note that the BI began to exceed record
shown in Figure high maximum values in early September.
14) have been scaled so that the BI value divided by 10 predicts the flame length at the
head of a fire. For example, a BI of 75 would predict a flame length of 7.5 feet. Flame
length predictions are important because they indicate the type of firefighting resources
that can be safely and effectively deployed. Firefighting crews, for example, have
difficulty engaging fire safely and effectively in direct attack once flame lengths become
greater than about four feet. BI is sensitive to fuel models (e.g. timber, grass, shrub, etc.),
and displays seasonal trends reasonably well for fuel models with heavy dead or live
components. KNF fuel types are well represented by BI. Because BI uses wind and relative
humidity as part of its inputs, it is important to use accurate weather observations in
order to generate an accurate BI.
Fuels and Fire Behavior Advisories
During the fire season, the unusually hot and dry conditions of the region led to five Fuels
and Fire Behavior Advisories being issued by North Ops Predictive Services (see Appendix
A). Advisories are only issued when exceptional or extreme circumstances might
threaten firefighter or public safety. Conditions that could be reasonably expected
normally do not warrant a Fuels and Fire Behavior Advisory. These advisories forewarn
fire fighters, fire managers and the public that the fire season is exceptional or extreme
when compared to a normal fire season. These advisories also identify mitigating actions
fire fighters and managers may want to consider. Several advisories had been issued prior
to the late July lightning event and another advisory was issued August 8th, just three days
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ahead of the August 11-12 lightning storm and associated extreme fire behavior. The last
advisory was issued September 17th. The July 23rd Northern California advisory states:
“Live and dead fuel moistures are approximately 6 weeks ahead of normal and
typical of mid-August. Extreme to exceptional drought, the highest levels on the
Drought Monitor system, now cover nearly the entire North state. Live fuel
moistures never reached typical seasonal maximums and are rapidly moving toward
critical levels. All timelag classes (diameter size classes of dead forest litter, twigs,
limbs and logs) of dead fuels are at moisture levels that allow for easy ignition and
rapid spread.”

Firefighting Resource Availability
Environmental factors and how they affect the
developing fire season have been discussed. The
availability of firefighting resources can also shape
the size and extent of wildfires.
Forest Service Region 5, California, experienced no
change in the number of fire suppression resources
available for the 2014 fire season as compared to the
previous two fire seasons. The Klamath National
Forest had its normal complement of initial attack
(IA) firefighting resources available plus augmented
those resources early in the fire season by “staging”
additional resources in the area. In order to reduce
human-caused fires, the KNF also instituted a
significant fire prevention campaign (“One Less
Spark”) in the early summer and continued the effort
throughout the fire season.

Figure 15: Fire fighters on the Frying
Pan fire on the Happy Camp Complex.

Unable to Fill (UTF)
The Resource Ordering Status System
(ROSS) is a national and interagency
system for mobilizing and
demobilizing wildland firefighting
resources. The ROSS system operates
locally, regionally, nationally, and
between agencies. “Unable to fill”
(UTF) is a means to identify resources
ordered for an incident that the
dispatching system was unable to
acquire.

Figure 16: Lake Tahoe Basin Management Unit water
tender on duty on the Happy Camp Complex.
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The national wildland firefighting resource mobilization system is designed to respond to
the needs of initial response and extended response to wildfires. There are many factors
that influence the national mobilization system’s ability to respond to the needs of the
requesting unit, including anticipating requirements for new fire starts (Preparedness
Levels), existing demand for resources for new and/or existing fires, or resources already
committed to ongoing wildfires.
The following chart displays the dispatching system’s ability to meet the demand for
firefighting resources for initial attack and on-going fires. There were three date spans of
data collected and analyzed for the KNF 2014 season: (1) the first four days (July 28th
through July 31st) of lightning that precipitated several of the large fires, (2) the period July
28th through August 7th, which is displayed here to show the demands of both on-going
initial attack fires and also of large fires being fought by incoming incident management
teams requesting resources, and (3) the larger view of total active fire operations from July
28th through September 3rd.
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Firefighting Resources Unable To Fill (UTF)

(firefighting resources the dispatch system was unable to fill)
Firefighting Resource

Crews

UTFed/Orders
PlacedTotal Number of
Crews

Engines

UTFed/Orders
PlacedTotal Number of
Engines

Type

July 28 to July 31

July 28 to Aug 7

July 28 to Sept 3

T1 Handcrews

7%

22%

39%

8%

46%

46%

25%

35%

30%

9%

45%

42%

10%

68%

56%

5/55

135/301

299/717

2/14

48/71

53/94

None ordered

0%

0%

10%

1%

1%

10%

1%

1%

None ordered

50%

0%

30%

24%

1%

30%

25%

1%

Total Single
Engine Orders

7/69

4/457

6/960

Total Strike
Team Engines

5/14

28/111

62/196

T1 and/or T2IA
Handcrews
T2
Handcrews
All Crew
Orders Placed
Strike Team
Orders Placed
Total Single
Crew Orders
Strike Team
Crews Orders
Single
Structure
Engines
Single
Wildland
Engines
All Single
Engines
Strike Team
Structure
Strike Team
Wildland
All Strike
Teams

Table 1: Resources requested and those that were not able to be filled due to competition with other wildland
fire incidents.

There are some caveats to the above data that need to be mentioned:
1. Strike teams of resources are sometimes more difficult to get than individual
resources. Some of the UTFed strike team requests may have been UTFed and then
placed in single increments.
2. The above numbers are based on resource orders placed and not necessarily on
resources requested.
3. Only crews and engines were analyzed as these are the primary resources that
build fire control lines and/or extinguish fires. Aircraft, supplies and overhead are
not addressed.
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The Evolving Fire Season
January 1 through July 27: The Beginning
January 2014 started out dry. Fear for a long, arduous fire season began when a fire on the
Lassen National Forest started January 3rd. This was one of the earliest incident
management team deployments in northern California history. The fire was contained at
865 acres. The Klamath had a small arson fire on January 5th that was quickly
extinguished. Concerns were somewhat lessened with
a series of wet storms in early February and again in
late February that brought a level of relief.
Warm weather returned by April and May with fires
on the Modoc National Forest and another human
caused fire in early May, the River fire, on the KNF.
Other fires in the north state reminded fire managers
of the unusual burning conditions that existed, and
that all that was required to move the fire season into
full gear was multiple fire starts that could exceed the
capacity of available firefighters.
Through July 27th, there had been 54 fires that had
Figure 17: Fire Season Outlook issued for burned 28.5 acres on the KNF, of which lightning
accounted for 46 fires and about eight acres. None of
Northern California May 1.
the lightning fires were larger than an acre. The
number of lightning fires did not overwhelm the available initial attack (IA) resources,
hence, no large fires.
The monsoonal storms of
the southwestern United
States started like clockwork
on the 4th of July, about the
average date of onset.
Monsoonal moisture in the
southwest is a harbinger of
atmospheric instability and
a good predictor of
lightning storms developing
and tracking up the spine of
California to the north.
Between early July and the
end of the fire season, North

Number of Fires by District
January 1 through July 27
Cause

GN

HC

ARSON
1

DEBRIS PILE

1

EQUIPMENT

1

1

SCT

Total

8

6

1
1

2
1

HUMAN ARSON
MISC

SAL

1

CAMPFIRE

LIGHTNING

OK

2
1
12

1
10

10

46

1

1

Grand Total
10
8
15
11
10
Table 2: Wildfires detected through July 27 on all Districts of the
KNF.

54
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Ops experienced 17 days with at least 175 lightning strikes, with six of those days exceeded
1000 strikes.
The storms that arrived in mid-July gave rise to a few fires on the KNF. Between July 9th
and 13th, there were 13 lightning fire starts on the KNF that resulted in fewer than four
acres burned. The second set of lightning storms started 15 fires detected between July 21st
and 26th for (again) fewer than four acres. While this storm did little on the KNF, it is
important to note that it continued north and created a significant fire suppression event
in Oregon and Washington (Region 6 of the Forest Service). The relevance of these
events to California and the KNF include:
•
•
•

•

Close to 1,900 firefighting personnel were committed in Region 6 by July 14th. At that
time, there were only a handful of fires in California.
By July 15th, there were 11 large fires in Region 6 that began to draw firefighting
resources from the western states.
By July 18th, there were 22 large fires in Region 6 including the growing Carlton
Complex in Washington state. By this date, 100 homes had been lost in that fire alone.
Region 6 fires were drawing resources from across the nation. There were over 6,900
personnel assigned.
By July 28th, there were over 7,500 firefighting personnel committed to Region 6. Over
300 homes had been lost on the Carlton Complex. The Carlton Complex was 250,652
acres and another fire, the Buzzard Complex in Oregon, was 395,747 acres. Fires were
becoming large quickly.
These large fires in the Pacific Northwest were
a national priority. Homes were being lost and
natural resources and infrastructure were being
threatened by extreme fire behavior and rapid
fire spread. As there were few demands
elsewhere for firefighting resources at the time,
Region 6 was able to get the resources they
needed. There was, concurrently, a “normal”
workload and demand for new fire starts within
California. The El Portal fire in Yosemite
National Park started on July 26thand had over
750 personnel assigned to it by July 28th, and
close to 1,200 personnel assigned by August 1st.

The first two Fuels and Fire Behavior Advisories
were issued for northern California on July 8th
and July 23rd. Four more advisories would be
issued before the end of fire season. By this point in late July, everything was in place for
the first significant lightning storm of the fire season for the Klamath.
Figure 18: Fire Season outlook issued for
Northern California July 1
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July 28 through July 31: First Major Lightning Event
The lightning of July 28th through July 31th, which put down almost 3000 total strikes in
northern California, was a mixture of marginally wet cells and a few nearly dry ones. It
was this series of storms that started the first large fires on the Klamath that would
require incident management team support.
The storm first arrived on the KNF’s southern boundary in the Trinity Alps. Two fires
were started but were rapidly extinguished. The storm continued to move across Siskiyou
County on July 29th, with little moisture and a significant amount of lightning – over 955
strikes recorded. As of July 31st, lightning had resulted in at least 31 fires on the Happy
Camp/Oak Knoll, Salmon/Scott, and Goosenest Ranger Districts.
As this lightning event and the unfolding need for firefighting resources started to
escalate locally, there were still over 7,500 firefighting resources committed in Region 6
from their mid-July lightning event.
The number of fires resulting from this four
Lightning Fires requiring action
day event was not overwhelming. Two fires
July 28 through August 1
were detected on the 28th, seven fires on
Size Class
Number of Fires
the 29th, 15 on the 30th, and seven more on
A (0 to ¼ acres)
19
B (1/4 to 10 acres)
6
the 31st. What is unusual about the fires
C
(10
to
99
acres
)
2
started during this period is how quickly
D (100 to 299 acres)
0
they grew. While most fires (19) were
E (300-999 acres)
0
contained and controlled at less than a
F (1000-4,999 acres)
1
G (5,000 plus acres)
3
quarter acre, 12 additional fires grew
Total
31
rapidly. Eight of these were eventually
Table
3:
Lightning
fires
detected,
confirmed,
and
contained and controlled at less than 100
with action being taken during the first major
acres each in size. The remaining four fires lightning event. Acreage reflects final fire size.
– the Beaver, Whites, Log and Little Deer became entrenched and grew to be problematic, requiring incident management teams
and additional firefighting resources.
Besides the extremely dry fuels generated by the drought, other factors added to the
challenge of suppressing these rapidly developing fires. Difficult access, such as was the
case for the Whites fire in the Salmon River drainage, and/or adverse weather conditions
coupled by limited firefighting resource availability created the perfect environment for
fires to become established making perimeter control difficult. The Beaver fire became
large in part because the neighboring Cleghorn fire was considered a higher priority fire
at the time and firefighting resources were focused on the Cleghorn. The Cleghorn fire
was successfully contained, but was ultimately overran by the growing Beaver fire by
August 1st.
The KNF was finding it difficult to compete for firefighting resources. By August 1st, other
fires had also started in North Ops. The Oregon Gulch fire on the border with Oregon in
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Region 6, north of Copco Reservoir in California, was growing rapidly with residential
evacuations ordered. Concurrently, there were new fires developing in Region 6 which
required transferring firefighting resources assigned in that Region to the new starts
instead of becoming available to support California fire efforts. As of July 31st, there were
227 personnel committed to the unfolding large KNF fires, most of which were local
resources. The following incidents were also happening in North Ops at this time:
Eiler – Lassen National Forest and Shasta Ranger Unit, CAL FIRE. Started July 31st.
This fire was threatening the towns of Burney and Hat Creek. It ultimately stopped
short of Burney but did burn through the town of Hat Creek. On August 5th, there
were 1,171 personnel committed. Final fire size was 32,416 acres.
Bald – Lassen National Forest, east of the Eiler fire. Started July 30th. On August 5th,
there were 949 personnel committed. Final fire size was 39,736 acres.
Day – Lassen/Modoc Unit, CAL FIRE, started July 31st. Threatened the town of Day.
On August 5th, there were 1,685 personnel committed. Final fire size was 32,416
acres.
Beaver Complex (Oregon Gulch) – Started July 31st. Located in Jackson County,
Oregon, immediately north of the California border. Rapid fire growth that
threatened homes and cause evacuations. Eventually, the Oregon Gulch fire
burned down to the Klamath River near Copco, California, in Siskiyou County. On
August 5th, there were 1,573 personnel committed. Final fire size was 35,302 acres.

Fire Statistics as of July 31
Fire
Beaver
Little Deer
Whites
Log
Total

Acres
400
600
1,000
130
2,130

Personnel
1
38
35
153
227

Cost to Date $260,000

Incident Management Teams ordered for the Little Deer, Beaver and July Complex (Whites, Log,
Leaf) fires.
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August 1 to August 9: Large Fire Ramp-up
New lightning fire starts on the Klamath declined during early August. However,
moderate south to west-southwest general winds, along with hot dry conditions and
significant atmospheric instability (promotes column development and fire growth),
combined to generate substantial expansion of the uncontained KNF wildfires.
Conditions were so extreme during this nine-day period that, on five of those days, “Red
Flag Warnings” were issued by the National Weather Service for lightning and abundant
dry fuels. There were three new fire starts that were quickly controlled. The warning for
lightning was noteworthy, as atmospheric instability accompanies lightning storms. This
instability creates strong, gusty and erratic winds, and down drafts out of storm cells, all
of which have the ability to create extreme behavior in wildfires. This instability also
fuels significant vertical development of fire columns which in turn encourages perimeter
growth of active fires. There were 30,000 acres of total KNF fire growth during this nine
day period.
The decision was made on July 31st to order incident management teams (IMTs) for the
Beaver fire and July Complex (Log and Whites fires). Both IMTs arrived August 1st. The
Little Deer fire was managed by a CAL FIRE IMT that was already in the county managing
a branch of the Oregon Gulch fire as well as providing support to the Siskiyou Ranger
Unit. This CAL FIRE IMT was activated on August 1st.
Incident narratives and ICS-209’s (incident daily status reports) were developed for all the
large KNF fires and chronicle significant daily events. Highlights and major events for the
large fires during this period are as follows:
Beaver
The Beaver fire burned
about 20,000 acres during
this time period. The
Beaver fire lay along the
Beaver Creek drainage.
This north-south oriented
drainage funneled air
flow from the Siskiyou
Mountains down towards
the Klamath River. This
nd
Figure 19: The Beaver fire August 2 , from the Klamath River
air flow, coupled with
Community Hall.
extremely dry fuels and
daily gradient (high level) winds fanned dramatic fire spread: as much as 80 chains per
hour (about 1 ¼ miles/hour) in some extreme moments. Limited firefighting resources
were focused on home/structure protection along Beaver Creek, leaving the halt of
perimeter growth as a lower priority.
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A mandatory evacuation order was issued on August 2nd for the residences along Beaver
Creek. There were 75 residences and 20 commercial properties threatened in this area.
Highway 96 was intermittently closed or had escorted one-lane traffic. Firefighting efforts
were successful in protecting the homes in this area.

Little Deer
The Little Deer fire had reached its
maximum extent of 5,503 acres as of
August 6th. This was a predominantly
wind driven fire; once the wind
quieted, control options improved
significantly. The fire consumed just
less than 5,000 acres during this nine
day time period. This fire was
managed by a CAL FIRE Incident
Management Team (IMT). This IMT
Figure 20: An example of the extreme nature of the fire
was concurrently managing the
behavior on the Little Deer fire on August 4.
California Branch of the Oregon
Gulch fire as well as supporting initial attack for the Siskiyou Ranger Unit. At the peak of
firefighting efforts on the Little Deer fire on August 4th, there were 730 firefighters
assigned.
The Little Deer fire experienced dramatic growth the first two days it burned as a result of
significant outflow winds from thunderstorms and a generally windy, unstable
atmospheric condition.
Traffic along Highway 97
was interrupted the first
two days of the fire by full
closure to escorted traffic.
The rail lines of the nearby
Union Pacific Railroad
were also shut down for a
brief period of time due to
the fire.

Figure 21: Fire progression of the Little Deer displays the significant
growth that occurred in three days.
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July Complex
The July Complex was comprised of the Log fire, burning on the west side of the Scott
River valley, and the Whites fire, burning south of the North Fork in the Salmon River
drainage.
Log fire: The Log fire
quickly went into Unified
Command with CAL FIRE, as
it was burning half on CAL
FIRE protected lands and half
on the Klamath. Like other
large fires, firefighting was
hindered by extremely dry
fuels, periods of high wind
and significant atmospheric
instability. This fire grew over
2,500 acres in this time
period.
The primary objective for the
Log fire early in this period
Figure 22: Log fire, July 30.
was to find and then build
control features that would
arrest the northerly spread of the fire onto private land and decreasing the threat to
private landowners. This strategy was successfully completed by August 4th. There were
advisory evacuations in place for the greater Quartz Valley area with threats to 152 single
residences, 22 multiple residences, and 21 commercial structures.
Whites fire: The Whites
fire increased by over 7,000
acres during this time
period. Dry fuels, steep
terrain, poor access, and
threats to structures made
focusing on perimeter
control impractical during
this time. The aggressive
rate of fire spread on the
Whites fire forced structure
defense planning.
Mandatory evacuation
orders were issued on
August 5th for Music Creek,
South Russian Creek, and

Figure 23: Whites fire, July 30.
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the Rainbow Mine. There were 27 residences threatened. The North Fork Salmon River
road was closed periodically as well due to high volumes of firefighting traffic along the
steep, narrow roadway.

Oregon Gulch

Fire Statistics as of August 9
Beaver

Fire
Beaver

Acres
20,361

Personnel
1,234

Little Deer

5,503

323

Whites
Log

8,359
2,673

1,234
979

Total

36,896

2,299

Little Deer

Little Deer
Log

Whites

Cost to Date $22.9 million
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August 10 to August 15: Another Period of Lightning
Another series of lightning storms began on August 11th, starting 44 fires on the Forest,
including significant starts near the town of Happy Camp, California. The August 11th
storm came in dry, with the storm the
Lightning fires requiring action
following day (August 12th) accompanied by
August 10 through 15
moisture. The moisture from the second
Size Class
Number of Fires
storm helped to keep 34 of those fires to less
A (0 to ¼ acres)
15
than 10 acres each, with most of them less
B (1/4 to 10 acres)
19
than ¼ acre in size. Three problem fires in
C (10 to 99 acres )
5
the larger size classes required ordering
another incident management team for the
D (100 to 299 acres)
2
fires near Happy Camp. This time period can
E (300-999 acres)
0
be best described as a one of significant
1
atmospheric instability which promoted large F (1000-4,999 acres)
fire growth as well as a series of new
G (5,000 plus acres)
2
lightning fire starts.
Totals

44

Table 4: Lightning fires detected, confirmed and
The August 12th lightning event also started
with actions being taken during the second major
the Man fire in the middle of the Wooley
lightning event. Acreages reflect final fire size.
Creek drainage in the Marble Mountain
Wilderness. This fire was initially managed by the Salmon/Scott River Ranger District
with a Type 3 incident management team. Providing long term support to this fire
eventually necessitated it being integrated into the July Complex.

Fires of significance by August 12th:
Happy Camp Complex – Happy Camp/Oak Knoll District, 400 acres, 346 people
assigned. Fires include Frying Pan, Delta, Falkstein, and Kemper.
Man – Managed by a District Type 3 incident management organization. The Man
was incorporated into the July Complex on August 16th.
Beaver
Extreme fire behavior precipitated a second mandatory evacuation order issued August
11th for the Beaver fire, this time along Highway 96, Middle Creek and Horse Creek. The
Beaver gained 10,000 acres during the period between August 10thand 13th, when it grew
by about 3,000 acres a day. Fire growth was driven by topographic alignment of the
stream drainages with the prevailing winds (east to southeast early in the period to
westerly in the latter). During this same period, strong pyrocumulus development with a
rotating column was observed (tornado-like conditions). All of these are indicators for
potential extreme fire behavior. Perimeter control (controlling/limiting the size of the fire
as it tries to grow) was very dangerous and challenging during this extreme fire behavior
episode.
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On August 11th, there was a confluence
of extreme weather conditions:
prevailing westerly winds with
forecasted strong thunderstorm
development with outflow winds
predicted to be in excess of 60 mph.
The extreme nature of this weather
resulted in corollary extreme fire
behavior and growth which caused
three fire fighters to deploy their fire
shelters on the western edge of the
fire. There was a minor burn injury
associated with the deployment. The
firefighters were taken to Fairchild
Medical Center in Yreka for a
precautionary evaluation.
On August 12th, much of the Beaver fire
area received 0.33 inches of rain. The
fire quieted, which presented an
opportunity to get the majority of the
unfinished fire control line
th
Figure 24: Dogget Creek August 10 .
constructed. On August 13th, the
Beaver fire was at 32,176 acres; it did not experience additional significant growth after
that time. The Beaver fire was declared contained on August 30th.
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July Complex
Log: Fire activity on the Log
fire was less than in other area
fires, with the fire only growing
about 200 to 300 acres per day.
Efforts to stop the fire from
growing to the north toward
private lands in the Quartz
Valley were successful. Given
the success of these efforts and
the fact that the fire was at this
point burning into the Marble
Mountain Wilderness,
firefighting resources from the
Log were made available to
serve as initial attack forces for
new fires started as a result of
the lighting on August 10th, 11th,
and 12th. There was a water
tender rollover on August 11th
that resulted in minor injuries.
On August 14th, there was also a
medivac via helicopter for a
firefighter that fell down a steep
slope.
Whites fire: On August 11th,
the Whites Fire exhibited a
major change in fire behavior
and grew 8,000 acres in size.
This prompted an evacuation
order for the residents of
Whites Gulch, Mule Bridge,
Idlewild, Robinson Flat and
portions of the Sawyers Bar
Road. By the following day,
Sawyers Bar was included in the
order. Over the next two days,
there were evacuation
advisories for French and Sugar
Creeks in the south end of the
Scott Valley; these advisories
were issued in case the Whites
fire moved east.

August 11: A Day to Remember
This highlight day demonstrates the many
simultaneous events that can occur. A Red flag
warning was issued for lightning coupled with
abundant dry fuels. The weather forecast predicted
significant atmospheric instability coupled with dry
lightning.
Happy Camp Complex: Ten new fires detected;
eight on Happy Camp, two on Oak Knoll. SoCal Team
2 ordered (Incident Management Team “staged” in
Redding, CA). Frying Pan and Delta fires identified as
top priority for the IMT.

Figure 25: Beaver fire making the run that resulted in
the fire shelter deployment (August 11, 2014).
Beaver fire: Severe atmospheric instability triggers
strong downdrafts that result in rapid fire movement
to the west. Three fire fighters are trapped by the
rapidly moving fire and deploy fire shelters.
Mandatory evacuations are ordered for residents
along Highway 96.
Whites fire: Atmospheric instability contributes to
significant movement to the north and west resulting
in a gain of 8,000 acres. Mandatory evacuations
ordered for Sawyers Bar and surrounding residential
enclaves.
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By August 10th, the Whites fire has consumed 9,675 acres. By the 15th, there were 26,817
acres burned, over 17,000 acres of fire growth in five days. This growth was fueled by the
steep nature of the terrain, the difficulty of accessing the fire, and atmospheric instability
which triggered additional lightning and erratic winds. The fire experienced 11,000 acres
of growth on August 11th and 12th. A wet lightning storm on the 13th moderated fire
growth.

Fire Statistics as of August 15
Fire
Beaver(1)
Little Deer
Whites
Log
Happy Camp(2)
Man
Total

Acres
32,307
5,503
26,817
3,316
2,355
180
70,478

Personnel
1,227
0*
1,214
696
752
12
3,901

Cost to Date $49.85 million

(1) No more acreage growth after August 15
(2) Includes Frying Pan, Falkstein, Delta, Kemper
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August 16 to August 31: Happy Camp Complex Build-up
The Forest was actively pursuing containment and control on the Beaver Fire and the July
Complex, when on August 11th and 12th lightning storms created a new set of fires. Four
fires within the Happy Camp Complex were problematic. Two of the problem fires, the
Frying Pan, located across the Klamath River from Happy Camp proper, and the Delta fire
were the priorities. The immediate concern was for the protection of nearby private
property structures, but the accompanying concern was that the fire would progress to
the river’s edge, spot across it and come into town. The fire environment proximate to
the Frying Pan fire is best characterized as exceptionally steep and heavily forested. With
the situation of the drought and the presence of extremely dry vegetation, the fire was
going to be a challenge to contain. The focus had to be on the fire’s edge threatening the
town and associated structures and infrastructure.
Meanwhile, the Man fire, established high within Wooley Creek in the Marble Mountain
Wilderness, was being managed by a KNF Type 3 incident management organization.
Supporting this containment effort was challenging logistically and the decision was
made to place firefighting efforts on the Man under the umbrella of the July Complex,
which was still dealing with the Whites fire in the Salmon River country.
Given the locations of both of these fires, the best way to describe how they burned was
topography and fuels driven: topography as steep slopes encourage steady if not rapid
upslope spread, and the fuels, best described by the Energy Release Component which
was in the high 90th percentiles (extreme conditions). Forest fuels were very dry and
quite available for burning.
Beaver Fire
An IMT transition occurred on August 16th. The new IMT was able to finish the necessary
line construction and basically took the Beaver fire off of the radar as a fire of concern.
This was fortuitous as the Happy Camp Complex was just in the beginning stages of
becoming a major incident.
July Complex
Log Fire: By August 16th, the active portions of the Log fire were contained. By August
19th, there was no more area growth on the Log fire. It had reached 3,629 acres. The
primary objective for the firefighters remaining on this fire was to extinguish hot spots
along the perimeter and repair/stabilize firelines built by handcrews and bulldozers.
Whites fire: By August 16th, the primary focus of the Whites fire was the eastern flanks
that threatened to breach into the Scott Valley. Additionally, all of the residential
inholdings in the area, including the community of Sawyers Bar, were the primary
interest. As private property was successfully protected and the month of August waned,
attention then focused on the remaining open sections of fire control line in the north
and southwest portions of the fire. Perimeter growth was minimal on the Whites fire
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itself. From August 16th through August 24th, there was about 5,000 acres of growth. By
August 23rd, perimeter growth was pretty well arrested at 33,477 acres. By the 24th, there
had been next to no growth increase. Active burning continued in the interior of the fire
area in unburned fuels, especially where dry fuels, slope, and wind aligned. Several active
burning periods during the last few days of August did not seriously threaten the
perimeter.
Man fire: During this period when other fires were slowing in growth, the Man fire grew
from 253 acres to 2,763 acres. The fire expanded quickly to the north with efforts to arrest
its advance along the divide demarcating Wooley Creek and the Marble Valley. The
Klamath did not want fire to enter and become established in the Marble Valley, as it
would not only have impacted this popular recreation area but would also be on the verge
of moving eastward toward private property and infrastructure.
Happy Camp Complex
When the first of the Happy
Camp Complex incident
management teams arrived on
August 12th, it was believed that
about 20 fires had been started
in the area from the storms of
the past 24 hours. Ultimately, 14
fires were detected requiring
suppression action. Actions were
taken on all the fires. The
Falkstein fire had no easy access
and was seen as a low priority in
comparison to the other fires
started by the storms that posed
Figure 27: A view of the Frying Pan fire from the Incident
a serious threat to the
Command Post in Happy Camp.
community of Happy Camp,
especially the Frying Pan fire. Smokejumpers were ordered for the Falkstein fire, but they
were unable to safely and effectively deploy on the fire.
Due to the sheer size of the fires and values at risk, on August 22nd the decision was made
to divide the Happy Camp Complex into two operational zones. One zone would have
the primary responsibility to control the fire along the Klamath River adjacent to Happy
Camp and to also keep the fire east of Elk Creek. The second zone was to look at options
and arrest the spread of the Falkstein fire. Each of these zones was assigned its own
incident management team.
The Happy Camp Complex grew by 60,000 acres during the last half of August. The
Frying Pan fire became the major emphasis. This fire gained 55,000 acres during this time
period. A major contributor, besides the extremely low fuels moistures and steep slopes,
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was that relative humidity was at extremely low levels during this time. August 24th
through the 26th brought dry northeast winds. By August 29th, the Frying Pan and
Falkstein fires had merged into one fire.

Fire Statistics as of August 31
Fire
Beaver(1)
Little Deer
Whites
Log
Happy Camp(2)
Man
Total
Cost to Date

Acres
32,498
5,503
40,093
3,629
62,876

Personnel
150
0
748
0*
2,415

144,597

3,313

$113 million

* included in Whites
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September 1 through September 10: Red Flag Wind Days
The weather continued to be the biggest factor in the ongoing operations on the still
burning fires: the Man fire and the Happy Camp Complex. During this 10 day time frame,
there were six issuances of Red Flag Warnings for low relative humidity and high winds.
These extreme condition were overlaid with many miles of open flaming fire front and
dangerously low fuel moistures. The Whites and Log fires in the July Complex did not
breach their respective control lines, although intense burning continued on those fires
within unburned fuels deep within control lines.

Happy Camp Complex
The Complex had been divided
into two zones being managed by
separate Type 1 incident
management teams. The
northern/western zone (Zone 1)
had responsibility for protecting
the greater Happy Camp
community area and along
Highway 96 to where the Scott
River joins the Klamath River. The
southern/eastern zone (Zone 2)
Figure 28: Happy Camp Complex from Collins Baldy Mountain
had responsibility for the Scott
Lookout September 5, 2014.
River corridor. Additionally,
Branch V was created farther east across the Scott River in the Scott Bar Mountain/Mill
Creek area. CAL FIRE had responsibility for this Branch and the mission to build
contingency lines to protect homes and infrastructure if the fire were to become
established on the east side of the Scott River.
Initially, there was an expectation that the Red Flag Warning days would not be as
enduring as they ended up being. Starting September 2nd, the first of five subsequent days
of Red Flag conditions affected the fires dramatically. The Happy Camp Complex gained
almost 50,000 acres during this 10 day period. The fire made dramatic gains along the
Klamath River along Highway 96. This forced action along the Highway 96 corridor with
evacuations, structure protection, and highway closures. On September 2nd, the fire
spotted across the Klamath River in four places. Two of the spot fires proved to be
problematic. If these fires had become established, the magnitude of the 2014 wildfires
would have increased dramatically. The spot fires were successfully contained at 47 acres.
By September 5th, the fire had been secured along the edge of Highway 96 all the way to
the mouth of the Scott River.
One of the objectives of operations in Zone 2 was to keep the fire west of Tom Martin
Peak and within the greater Grider Creek area. The weather did not cooperate. Spot fires
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were igniting one to three miles ahead of the main fire, which made this strategy
fundamentally unattainable. The main fire meanwhile continued to advance down Deep
and Thompkins Creeks, threatening the Scott River Lodge and other inholdings along the
Scott River. Structure protection was the driving objective for the next several days.
As the north/west and south/east areas became solidly one fire, the decision was made to
transition to one incident management team for the entire Complex. This happened on
September 8th. Adverse conditions later in the day on the 8th pushed the fire hard and
fast down McGuffy Creek, burning into a residential area. There was spotting across the
Scott River as well that established a spot fire on the east side of the river, below the Scott
Bar Mountain CAL FIRE contingency fire line. Once again, if the spot fire had become
established and grown in this area, the magnitude of the 2014 fires would have increased
dramatically. Crews and aircraft were successful in stopping and containing the spot fire.
Mandatory evacuations along the Scott River were put into effect.
Between September 5th and the end of the day on September 8th, two homes and four
outbuildings were destroyed by fire, with an additional two outbuildings damaged, in the
Scott Bar vicinity.
By the end of the period, the fire area along the Scott River was becoming secure. This
would leave the area in Buckhorn Creek and the Marble Mountain Wilderness as the next
areas of containment.

Fire Statistics as of
September 10
Fire
Beaver
Little Deer
Whites
Log
Happy Camp
Man
Total

Acres
32,496(1)
5,503
45,047
3,629(2)
2,355
xyz(3)
70,478

Personnel
221
0
1,214
0
752
3,901

Cost to Date $49.85 million
(1) No more growth after Aug 22
(2) No more growth after Aug 18
(3) Acres included in Whites
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September 11 through September 25: The Waning Days
By this period, day length is shortening but the forest fuels remained critically dry. There
were several more Red Flag Warnings issued for low relative humidity and strong winds.
It was becoming more
apparent with passing
time that the Man fire
and the Happy Camp
Complex would burn
together. On
September 17th,
management of the
Man fire is transferred
to the Happy Camp
Complex IMT. About
15,000 addition acres
burn on the Man fire
during this period.
This growth occurred
primarily in the upper
reaches of Elk Creek
Figure 29: Infrared imagery of the Man fire with the Happy Camp Complex
and Rainey Valley.
with less than one mile of separation on September 15.
On September 15th, a human-caused fire coupled with a significant wind event destroyed
143 homes in the community of Weed, located south of the main KNF fires. Significant
aviation resources were diverted from KNF fires to support initial attack on the Boles fire.
During this period, the KNF and the Happy Camp Complex hosted a visit from
Congressman Doug LaMalfa. An overview and summary of actions from the 2014 fires was
prepared and is attached in Appendix E.
Fire weather forecasters started to see an excellent chance of a significantly wet autumn
storm event arriving on September 24th or 25th. As September 24th approached, forecast
indicators remained very strong for significant rainfall. By the close of business on
September 25th, anywhere from 1.25 to 2.5 inches of rain had fallen across all of the fire
areas.
In anticipation of the rain event, equipment and personnel were removed from the
Wilderness area and brought into fire camp. Simultaneously, plans were put into place for
shoring up fire lines and roads as there was a concern about flash flooding and damage
from the rain.
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July Complex
The Whites and Log fires were in suppression repair and patrol modes during this period.
There is occasional interior burning of patches of unburned fuels but nothing threatens
the containment lines. The Man fire was managed by the July Complex team until
September 17th. By this time, it was apparent that the Happy Camp Complex fire and the
Man fire were going to merge
and that safety and
operational objectives would
be better addressed by having
the Man fire managed under
the Happy Camp Complex.
There is no expansion of
perimeter or acreage for either
the Log or the Whites fires.
Happy Camp Complex
The intense fire suppression
effort that occurred the first
part of the month had secured
the Klamath River/Highway
96 corridor as well as the Scott
River corridor. There was still
substantial patrolling and
mopping up that was
occurring as the IMT did not
want to lose any of the gains
that had been made to date.
The focus turned to the south
and southwest Divisions of the
fire: the upper reaches of Elk
Creek and keeping the fire
from becoming established in
Kelsey Creek. The Man fire
was still moving in a northerly
direction, trying to become
established in Rainey Creek.
With each passing day, it was
becoming more apparent that
the Man fire and the Happy
Camp Complex would merge.

Figure 30: Infrared of the Man/Happy Camp Complex,
September 21, 2014.

Infrared imagery flown in the late night hours of September 15th showed that the fires had
merged. When the heavy rain came on September 25th, significant perimeter growth
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effectively ended. The footprint of the combined fires of the Happy Camp Complex was
approximately 132,300 acres.

Fire Statistics as of
September 25
Fire
Beaver
Little Deer
Whites
Log
Happy Camp(2)
Man
Total

Acres
37,412
5,503
26,817(1)
3,629
132,733

Personnel
50
0
73
0
280

211,773

403

Cost to Date $180.4 million
(1) Whites acreage decrease as Man assumed by
Happy Camp Complex
(2) Includes Man fire acreage
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Summary of Actions
Incident Management Team Assignments
All wildfires, regardless of complexity, are required to have an incident commander
(USDA, USDOI 2014). The Wildland Fire Risk and Complexity Assessment (RCA) guides
the Agency Administrator in determining the level of Incident Management Team (IMT)
required. Large, rapidly developing, and often complex wildland incidents require skilled
and experienced leadership and management. Two complexes (multiple fires) and two
individual large fires on the Klamath National Forest during 2014 required a high level of
incident management expertise. The trailing table captures IMT assignments, the date
command was assumed, the size of the fire when command was assumed, and dates and
acres when command was turned over to another team or back to the Forest.
Table 5: Incident Management team assignments with beginning and ending dates and incident sizes
respectively.

Incident
Beaver
July
(1)
Complex
Little Deer
Beaver
Happy Camp
(2)
Complex
Happy Camp
(2)
Complex
July
(1)
Complex
Happy Camp
(2)
Complex
Happy Camp
(2)
Complex
July
(1)
Complex
Happy Camp
(2)
Complex

IMT
Type

Team

Assignment Start
Date

Size
(acres)

Assignment
End Date

Size
(acres)

T2

Johnson

August 1

850

August 16

32,307

T1

McGowan

August 1

1,130

August 21

36,322

T1

Flores

August 2

830

August 8

5,503

T2

Minton

August 15

32,307

August 23

32,496

T2

Garwood

August 12

400

August 19

7,530

T2

Wakoski

August 15

2,355

September 1

62,876

T1

Opliger

August 18

35,901

September 4

40,308

T1

PinchaTulley

August 23

18,583

September 8

96,869

T1

McGowan

August 31

62,876

September 15

T2
Short

Ourada

September 1

40,102

September 27

T1

Opliger

September 14

111,942

September 29

112,643

(3)

(3)

37,412

132,733

(1)

Includes: Whites, Log, Rays, Leaf, and Man fires
Includes: Kemper, Frying Pan and Falkstein. Additionally, Delta, 150 acres; Sutcliffe, 27 acres; Jackson, 21 acres; Thompson, 17 acres;
Tims, 13 acres; Ranch, 6 acres; Huckleberry, 5 acres; Bear, 4 acres; China, 3 acres; Mill, 2 acres; Noranda, 1 acre; Luther 1, 0.4 acre; El
Capitan, 0.2 acre; Luther 2, 0.1 acre
(3)
Man fire of the July Complex transferred to CIIMT4 Opliger September 17 12,630 acres
(2)
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Risk Management and Hours Worked
The Klamath National Forest has a reputation with Incident Management Teams and
firefighters alike as an exceptionally challenging environment within which to manage
and suppress wildfires. Risk management which requires sound decision making while
considering values at risk and firefighter exposure demands focused attention and
constant vigilance on the KNF firefighting landscape:
• Steep, rugged unforgiving landscape where fires can travel quickly upslope, foot
travel can be challenging and dangerous, and rolling debris provides an everpresent threat of new spot fires below firefighters or safety concerns of physical
harm to firefighters,
• When the wind stops blowing and high pressure systems set in, air temperature
inversions become problematic by trapping smoke. Aviation dependent fire
suppression tactics become difficult or impossible to implement due to limited
visibility. Heavy smoke can quickly affect firefighter respiratory systems as well,
• Ubiquitous poison oak, yellow jacket sting concerns, and rattle snakes make up
another list of hazards requiring attention and mitigation,
• Vehicles driving on steep, narrow, windy mountain roads add an element that
requires constant attention and care.
The Klamath Mountains
are known for two things:
rugged terrain and wildfires.
Neither are forgiving
elements and when
combined can create one of
the more dangerous
working environments
available for wildland
firefighters.
Given the run of wildfires in
recent years and the area’s
long relationship with fires
Figure 31: Rapid Extraction Module on duty in the event of a serious
serious accident.
throughout history, the
Klamath National Forest is a
fitting place to pilot and hone a new technique for injured firefighter rescue and
extraction. Started on the Klamath in 2012, a Rapid Extraction Module was deployed on
the July Complex to support the firefighters on the KNF.
There were in excess of 2.3 million hours worked in association with the large Klamath
fires of 2014. Given the above stated wildfire hazards and risks, that there were only seven
accidents of a serious nature and 56 visits to the hospital (of as 9/8/2014) is a remarkable
outcome.
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Table 6: Significant accidents

Significant Accidents
Date
July 31

Incident
Beaver

Event
Dozer Burnover –
Private dozer on
private land
Pilot heart attack
prior to take-off

August5

July Complex

August 11

Beaver

Shelter
Deployment – 3
individuals

August 12

Log

August 16

Log

August 16

Log

Watertender
rollover – private
contractor
CAL FIRE Captain
and crew member
hit by rolling log
CAL FIRE inmate
fell

August 23

Happy Camp
Complex

Tree felled on 6
passenger pick- up
truck.

Heli-medivac
Medivacked to
Fairchild,
evaluated and
transported to
Medford.
Transported to
Fairchild for
precautionary
evaluation.
Released. 1 minor
burn
Medivacked to
Fairchild, released,
minor injury
CAL FIRE incident
Transported to
Fairchild, released,
minor injury.
No injuries.

Aircraft Use
The trailing Table provides a snapshot on the use of aviation assets through midSeptember.
Table 7: Aircraft use from InciNet data. Note that there is no data for Little Deer

Incident
July
Happy
Camp
Complex
Little
Deer
Beaver

Water/
retardant
Hours
1,310

Other
Hours

Total
Hours

Gallons of
Water

Gallons of
Retardant

Total Cost
to date

1,112

2,423

4,072,000

998,294

$9.5 million

3,206

577

3,783

3,364,000

809,345

$7.8 million

Data Not
Available
416.5

Data Not
Available
24

Data Not
Available
440.5

Data Not
Available
119,526

Data Not
Available
14,400

Data Not
Available
$1.6 million
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Wildland Fire Decision Support System
The Wildland Fire Decision Support System (WFDSS) is a web-based dynamic risk
analysis, decision documentation system for use from detection of a wildland fire through
declaring a wildfire out. WFDSS allows the Agency Administrator to describe the fire
situation, create objectives and requirements, develop an appropriate course of action,
evaluate the risks associate with implementing the course of action, and then publishing
the decision. The KNF published 24 decisions for the major incidents in 2014.
Table 8: Total number of decisions made on major wildfires

Published Fire Decisions Fire Season 2014
Incident

Date Started/Time
Discovered

Little Deer
Beaver

July 31, 2014 1400
July 30, 2014 1500

Happy Camp

August 11, 2014 2000

July Complex

Leaf
Log (includes
Whites)

Man

Decision Published
Date
Time
August 4, 2014
1139
August 1, 2014
2245
August 4, 2014
1557
August 10, 2104
1844
August 14, 2014
1546
August 16, 2014
1138
August 22, 2014
1439
August 23, 2014
1843
August 28, 2014
2241
September 3, 2014
1942
September 8, 2014
1939
July 31,2014
0926
August 2, 2014
1243
August 5, 2014
1851
August 9,2014
1221
August 10,2014
1846
August 15, 2014
1727
August 23, 2014
1704
September 2, 2014
1528
August 18, 2014
1013
August 22, 2014
1229
August 29, 2014
2223
September 5, 2014
1212
September 10, 2014
2239

A powerful component to WFDSS is the fire modeling tool. This tool provides a platform
for performing fire spread probability (FSPro) assessments or for analyzing short-term or
near-term fire behavior. FSPro is used on the KNF for creating a logical planning or
analysis area within which the fire is likely to burn. Once this area is determined, the
WFDSS decision component is developed analyzed and ultimately, a decision is made and
published which an Incident Management Team builds its strategies and tactics for
accomplishing the decision.
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Fire Spread Probability (FSPro)
analyses evaluate years of
historic weather information,
assess the fuel models across
the landscape, and interpret
the lay of the landscape (slope
steepness, etc.). Fire
perimeters or spot fires and
can model thousands of fire
spread possibilities to map a
fire spread probability map. A
cumulative FSPro map is to the
right (Figure 32).
Fire behavior modelers can
assess myriad inputs and what
if scenarios to portray to the
decision maker where a
wildfire might go under user
defined weather scenarios.

Figure 32: A composite of FSPro runs on the KNF as of August 14,
2014.
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2014 Fire Season Communication
Best Practices
Both conventional and innovative practices were successfully employed during the 2014
fire season for maintaining communications with as many people as possible. This fire
season saw the creation of one of the first “official” National Forest Facebook pages.
Additionally, live-streaming on the internet brought briefings and public meetings into
the homes of community members that either were unable or chose not to attend but yet
could still be engaged.

Public Information
There were 11 Type 1 and/or Type 2 Incident Management Teams deployed this summer.
Each received the message clearly that developing and maintaining positive community
relations was paramount to a
successful fire suppression
operation. As such, over 40
public meetings were held
across the Forest, from Happy
Camp, to Sawyers Bar, Scott
Bar, Macdoel, etc.
The live-streaming of
meetings was brought to the
Forest this fire season. This
technology permitted the
Forest and IMTs to reach
Figure 33: Scott Bar Community Meeting, August 22.
beyond those that could
personally attend a public meeting. The introduction of this technology gave an
opportunity for people to stay home, turn on their computers and to watch real-time shift
briefings and public meetings. This opened an information flow doorway to more people.

Community Liaisons
Born out of the 2008 fire season, the Klamath NF Community Liaison program has proven
very successful. The focus of this program is establishing community-selected liaisons as
communications links for the incident management teams and the local Forest Service
unit. These key community members/liaisons provide local knowledge and insight to
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IMT’s. IMT’s, in turn, provide in-depth fire information to liaisons, who can then pass
information on to the local community. In recent fire seasons, the community liaison
program has helped build trust, respect and positive and effective communications
between communities and IMT’s.
IMTs, without exception, reported that they felt the Liaisons were allies in
communicating with their respective communities and saw them as valuable aides for
getting important information to local residents.

Social Media
There was a wealth of fire information
available across social media during
2014. From the Salmon River Fire Safe
Council’s public Facebook page
Salmon River & Orleans Complexities
to the Yreka News and Scott Valley
News respective Facebook pages,
there was an abundance of sources
and mountains of information
Figure 34: Screen print of the Klamath National Forest
available. The KNF secured
Facebook page.
permission to create and develop an
official Facebook page The Forest Service – Klamath National Forest. This page was
successfully used to disseminate everything from public information notices to real-time
evacuation notices. The page provided all of the IMTs and the Forest Public Affairs
Officer a means for rapid dissemination of information. This complemented the long
standing Forest Service InciWeb site that provides fire information to the public as well.
The addition of the Facebook page was one more avenue to reach an “information
hungry” public.
As many today use social media, this avenue has permitted interested publics an easier
means to access Forest public information. It was invaluable during the fire season. It
provided an avenue for displaying pictures, fire updates, video clips, feedback
opportunities, a link to InciWeb, evacuation order updates, and so on.
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Other Electronic Best Practices
Remote fires in wilderness present special logistical challenges. While mules may be very
efficient in delivering goods and equipment to remotely based firefighters, they cannot
deliver timely operational information.
Helicopters can be used to deliver incident
action plans (IAP) but rely on good flying
weather and often cannot fly during the early
smoky hours of the day. Radios have been
used in the past but they are limited in
conveying rapid, visual two-way
communication with IMT officials.
In 2014, a satellite based technology was
employed that permitted firefighters working Figure 35: Mule pack string in route to a spike
camp on the July Incident
in remote locations the ability to participate
in “live” daily shift briefings and immediate real-time two-way communication. The
technology permitted IMT officials to electronically send IAPs and updated maps
electronically. A printer at the camp provided firefighters the means to print the IAPs and
other important documents. As an added bonus, firefighters had a link to use their
mobile phones to stay connected with their families after work hours. This last feature is
invaluable in maintaining firefighter morale during long deployment periods.
The last best practice hailed by IMTs was an email distribution service created by the
Klamath. In the past, email lists were developed by individual incidents, with addresses
being input manually. Different requirements of email providers also complicated the
gathering and assembling of multiple email lists. In 2014, IMTs did not need to create or
recreate electronic mailing lists; they had ready access to over 650 contacts developed and
maintained by the KNF in advance. This system also standardized the format for sending
out official documents so that the recipients of the emails could more easily open and
read messages and updates. This practice streamlined the electronic mailing list process.
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Appendix A

Fuels and Fire Behavior Advisory
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Appendix B

Lightning Maps
The attached lightning strike maps display the level of lightning and associated wildfire start
activity for the Klamath National Forest and the surrounding environment for the summer of
2014. The ten maps attached represent the most active lightning/fire start days of the season;
other less active days are not included here.
The lightning strike information presented was collected through a national lightning detection
system maintained by the National Interagency Fire Center (NIFC) in Boise, Idaho. When
lightning strikes occur in the continental United States, the location (latitude/longitude) and
date and time of the strike is recorded into the Wildland Fire Management Information (WFMI)
system, a NIFC website designed to support wildland fire organizations by providing current
weather and lightning data, as well as historic fire occurrence information.
Two types of strikes are recorded on lightning maps: positive and negative strikes. While both
types of lightning can start wildfires, positive strikes are much more powerful than negative
strikes and are more likely to start fires. Typically, positive strikes comprise only about 5% of
total lightning strikes.
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Appendix C

Chronology of Major or Significant Events
The trailing is just a summary. Detailed information can be found in the Incident Management
Team Narrative reports each IMT prepared upon departure. Additional information can also be
found in the ICS-209’s that are prepared twice daily during major incidents.
July 28
• First day of lightning: 2 fires detected on Salmon River
July 29
• Red Flag Warning: Lightning and abundant dry fuels
• Second day of lightning: 7 fires detected; 6 on Scott River, 1 on Goosenest
July 30
• Red Flag Warning: Lightning and abundant dry fuels
• Third day of lightning: 15 fires detected; 8 on Goosenest, 4 on Oak Knoll, 2 on Salmon
River, 1 on Scott River
• Beaver Fire detected, Oak Knoll
• July Complex
o Log fire, Scott River: lightning fire, threatening CAL FIRE DPA
July 31
• Red Flag Warning: Lightning and abundant dry fuels
• 7 more fires discovered: 5 on Goosenest, 1 on Oak Knoll, 1 on Scott River
• Beaver fire: dozer burnover
• Little Deer fire, Goosenest: lightning start, T4 Organization
August 2
• Beaver fire: Beaver Creek mandatory evacuation order
• Little Deer: CAL FIRE Team 4 assumes operational control, Union pacific RR shutdown,
Hwy 97 closed
• July Complex: McGowan IMT T1 assumes command
o Log fire under Unified command: Flores, CAL FIRE IMT Type 1
August 3
• Red Flag Warning: Lightning and abundant dry fuels
• Little Deer: CAL FIRE Team 4 assumes command, Union Pacific RR reopened, Hwy 97
open and closed as needed.
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August 4
• Red Flag Warning: Lightning and abundant dry fuels
• Beaver: point protection continues Beaver Creek and along Hwy 96
• Little Deer: Hwy 97 reopened, escorted traffic as needed.
August 5
• Red Flag Warning: Lightning and abundant dry fuels
• Lightning fires: 2 detected on Scott River
• Beaver: Highway 96 closed. Structure protection along Beaver Creek and Hwy 97
August 8
• Red Flag Warning: Lightning and abundant dry fuels
• Lightning fires: 1 detected on Goosenest
August 9
• Red Flag Warning: Lightning and abundant dry fuels
August 10
• Red Flag Warning: Lightning and abundant dry fuels
• Lightning event begins: 2 fires detected, Goosenest
August 11
• Red Flag Warning: Lightning and abundant dry fuels
• Lightning continues: 10 fires detected; 8 on Happy Camp, 2 on Oak Knoll
• Beaver fire: Shelter deployment, 3 firefighters Division C, mandatory evacuations along
Hwy 96.
• Happy Camp Complex: Lightning storm ignites what is believed to be 20 fires on the
Happy Camp District. SoCal Team 2 ordered (IMT staged at North Ops). Frying Pan and
Delta fires identified as top priority.
August 12
• Red Flag Warning: Lightning and abundant dry fuels, low RH
• Lightning continues: 20 fires detected; 6 on Happy camp, 6 on salmon River, 8 on Scott
River
• Little Deer: contained at 5,503 acres
August 13
• Lightning fires: 6 fires detected on Scott River
• Beaver fire: light rain,
August 14
• Lightning fires: 1 fire detected on Oak Knoll
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August 15
• Lightning fires: 5 fires detected, 1 on Goosenest, 1 on Oak Knoll, 2 on Salmon River, 1 on
Scott River
• Beaver fire: IMT transition underway Norcal Team 2 to Norcal Team 1
• Happy camp Complex: SoCal Team 2 to time out in two days. SoCal Team 3 ordered for
replacement.
August 17
• Red Flag Warning: Lightning and abundant dry fuels
August 18
• Red Flag Warning: Lightning and abundant dry fuels
• Lightning fires: 3 fires detected; 2 on Happy Camp, 1 on Scott River
• Happy camp Complex: Transition to IMT2 Wakoski
August 23
• Beaver fire: Norcal Team 1 transition to a Type 3 organization
• Happy Camp Complex: A Type 1 IMT is ordered and in-briefed as the decision was made
to divide the Happy Complex into two zones. Zone 1 would primarily be the Frying Pan
fire and Zone 2 would be the Falkstein fire.
August 29
• Happy Camp Complex: Falkstein and Frying Pan finally merge
August 30
• Beaver fire: contained
September 2
• Red Flag Warning: Strong winds and low relative humidity
September 3
• Red Flag Warning: Strong winds and low relative humidity
September 4
• Red Flag Warning: Strong winds and low relative humidity
September 5
• Red Flag Warning: Strong winds and low relative humidity
September 6
• Red Flag Warning: Strong winds and low relative humidity
September 8
• Happy Camp Complex: Fire makes significant push down McGuffy creek. 3 homes are
lost. Spotting over a mile ahead of the front started spot across the river from McGuffy
and Swanson creeks.
September 10
• Red Flag Warning: Strong winds and low relative humidity
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September 11
• Red Flag Warning: Strong winds and low relative humidity
September 12
• Red Flag Warning: Strong winds and low relative humidity
September 15
• Red Flag Warning: Strong winds and low relative humidity
• Boles fire starts: Weed, CA resources from KNF sent, 110 homes lost
September 16
• Red Flag Warning: Strong winds and low relative humidity
September 17
• Man fire management transferred to Happy camp Complex
September 22
• Happy Camp Complex: Visit by Representative LaMalfa
September 24
• Season ending event: 2 inches of rain fall across the Forest effectively ending rapid fire
spread
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Appendix D

Cumulative Acres and Personnel by Incident
Date

Data Types

30-Jul
Personnel Assigned
Acres
Personnel Assigned
1-Aug
Acres
Personnel Assigned
2-Aug
Acres
Personnel Assigned
3-Aug
Acres
Personnel Assigned
4-Aug
Acres
Personnel Assigned
5-Aug
Acres
Personnel Assigned
6-Aug
Acres
Personnel Assigned
7-Aug
Acres
Personnel Assigned
8-Aug
Acres
Personnel Assigned
9-Aug
Acres
Personnel Assigned
10-Aug
Acres
31-Jul

Beaver

White

3
50
1
400
83
850
331
2400
331
7400
465
11120
499
13,446
785
15,988
996
17,142
1,116
18,864
1,234
20,361
1,449
22,397

35
1000
46
2,500
163
4175
313
4315
193
5407
291
5,407
424
6,273
522
6,849
449
8,026
463
8,359
466
9,675

Log

153
130
163
350

236
1,204
394
1,460
511
1,460
464
1,852
672
2,099
854
2,337
979
2,673
901
2,738

Man

Little
Deer

38
600
38
600
324
2950
412
4479
730
5279
599
5,279
567
5,503
433
5,503
361
5,503
323
5,503
180
5,503

Happy
Camp
Complex

Forest Totals

227
2,130
330
4,300
818
9,525
1,292
17,398
1,782
23,266
1,900
25,592
2,240
29,616
2,623
31,593
2,780
34,730
2,999
36,896
2,996
40,313

Total Personnel
Acres
Total Personnel
Acres
Total Personnel
Acres
Total Personnel
Acres
Total Personnel
Acres
Total Personnel
Acres
Total Personnel
Acres
Total Personnel
Acres
Total Personnel
Acres
Total Personnel
Acres
Total Personnel
Acres

Cost to
Date
(millions)

$0.26
$1.00
$1.54
$1.98
$5.44
$7.90
$11
$14.40
$17.80
$22.90
$26.80
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Date
11-Aug
12-Aug
13-Aug
14-Aug
15-Aug
16-Aug
17-Aug
18-Aug
19-Aug
20-Aug
21-Aug
22-Aug
23-Aug
24-Aug
25-Aug

Data Types

Beaver

White

Log

Personnel Assigned
Acres
Personnel Assigned
Acres
Personnel Assigned
Acres
Personnel Assigned
Acres
Personnel Assigned
Acres
Personnel Assigned
Acres
Personnel Assigned
Acres
Personnel Assigned
Acres
Personnel Assigned
Acres
Personnel Assigned
Acres
Personnel Assigned
Acres
Personnel Assigned
Acres
Personnel Assigned
Acres
Personnel Assigned
Acres
Personnel Assigned
Acres

1,444
25,404
1,455
28,823
1,645
32,176
1,348
31,283
1,227
32,307
1,141
32,307
1,075
32,307
969
32,307
814
32,307
717
32,305
607
32,307
461
32,307
254
32,496
252
32,496
235
32,496

676
13,861
753
20,782
1,021
24,472
1,009
25,632
1,214
26,817
1,030
28,650
1,401
29,717
1,464
29,917
1,383
30,962
1,661
31,945
1,308
32,693
1,453
33,525
1,442
33,995
1,481
34,706
1,408
35,385

1,042
3,092
899
3,156
852
3,280
712
3,307
696
3,316
642
3,324
559
3,594
491
3,594
183
3,629
171
3,629
107
3,629
110
3,629
110
3,629
110
3,629
110
3,629

Man
10
164
164
180

Little
Deer
163
5,503
5,503
5,503

12
164
12
180

Happy
Camp
Complex

5,503
5,503
5,503
5,503
5,503
5,503
5,503
5,503
5,503
5,503
5,503
5,503

346
400
338
400
495
2,719
752
2,355
890
3,131
1,053
5,134
1,369
5,899
1,243
7,530
1,515
9,844
1,444
12,738
1,539
15,650
1,888
18,583
1,950
20,353
1,978
22,770

Forest Totals
3,335
48,024
3,617
58,844
3,856
65,831
3,576
68,608
3,901
70,478
3,703
72,915
4,088
76,255
4,293
77,220
3,623
79,931
4,064
83,226
3,466
86,870
3,563
90,614
3,694
94,206
3,793
96,687
3,731
99,783

Cost to
Date
(millions)

Total Personnel
Acres
$31.30
Total Personnel
Acres
$35.42
Total Personnel
Acres
$45.90
Total Personnel
Acres
$44.56
Total Personnel
Acres
$49.85
Total Personnel
Acres
$55.10
Total Personnel
Acres
** no report
Total Personnel
Acres
$63.30
Total Personnel
Acres
$67.80
Total Personnel
Acres
$69.02
Total Personnel
Acres
$76.40
Total Personnel
Acres
$80.20
Total Personnel
Acres
$85.20
Total Personnel
Acres
$88.90
Total Personnel
Acres
$91.90
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Date
26-Aug
27-Aug
28-Aug
29-Aug
30-Aug
31-Aug
1-Sep
2-Sep
3-Sep
4-Sep
5-Sep
6-Sep
7-Sep
8-Sep
9-Sep

Data Types

Beaver

White

Log

Personnel Assigned
Acres
Personnel Assigned
Acres
Personnel Assigned
Acres
Personnel Assigned
Acres
Personnel Assigned
Acres
Personnel Assigned
Acres
Personnel Assigned
Acres
Personnel Assigned
Acres
Personnel Assigned
Acres
Personnel Assigned
Acres
Personnel Assigned
Acres
Personnel Assigned
Acres
Personnel Assigned
Acres
Personnel Assigned
Acres
Personnel Assigned
Acres

245
32,496
245
32,496
225
32,496
221
32,496
194
32,496
150
32,496
120
32,496
100
32,496
100
32,496
100
32,496
100
32,496
100
32,496
100
32,496
100
32,496
70
32,496

1,201
35,530
1,154
35,661
1,012
39,557
997
39,557
796
40,070
748
40,093
739
40,102
633
40,286
626
40,308
310
40,391
290
42,207
236
43,737
225
44,297
201
44,297
242
44,648

113
3,629
113
3,629
113
3,629
113
3,629

Man

Happy
Camp
Complex
1,838
5,503
25,039
1,729
5,503
27,500

Little
Deer

5,503

39,557

5,503

44,649
2,109
58,122
2,415
62,876
2,737
64,432
2,703
66,585
2,847
71,979
2,991
77,209
2,952
83,206
2,679
88,546
2,637
96,869
2,637
99,200
2,517
103,814

3,629

5,503

3,629

5,503

3,629

5,503

3,629

5,503

3,629

5,503

3,629

5,503

3,629

5,503

3,629

5,503

3,629

5,503

3,629

5,503

3,629

5,503

Forest Totals
3,397
102,197
3,241
104,789
1,350
120,742
1,331
125,834
3,099
139,820
3,313
144,597
3,596
146,162
3,436
148,499
3,573
153,915
3,401
159,228
3,342
167,041
3,015
173,911
2,962
182,794
2,938
185,125
2,829
190,090

Total Personnel
Acres
Total Personnel
Acres
Total Personnel
Acres
Total Personnel
Acres
Total Personnel
Acres
Total Personnel
Acres
Total Personnel
Acres
Total Personnel
Acres
Total Personnel
Acres
Total Personnel
Acres
Total Personnel
Acres
Total Personnel
Acres
Total Personnel
Acres
Total Personnel
Acres
Total Personnel
Acres

Cost to
Date
(millions)
$95.70
$100
$105.70
$109.10
$113.10
$116.60
$122.10
$128.40
$132.10
$136.20
$140.10
$144.70
$148.10
$151.50
$155.30
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Date
10-Sep
11-Sep
12-Sep
13-Sep
14-Sep
15-Sep
16-Sep
17-Sep
18-Sep
19-Sep
20-Sep
21-Sep
22-Sep
23-Sep
24-Sep

Data Types

Beaver

White

Personnel Assigned
Acres
Personnel Assigned
Acres
Personnel Assigned
Acres
Personnel Assigned
Acres
Personnel Assigned
Acres
Personnel Assigned
Acres
Personnel Assigned
Acres
Personnel Assigned
Acres
Personnel Assigned
Acres
Personnel Assigned
Acres
Personnel Assigned
Acres
Personnel Assigned
Acres
Personnel Assigned
Acres
Personnel Assigned
Acres
Personnel Assigned
Acres

70
32,496
70
32,496
70
32,496
70
32,496
70
32,496
70
32,496
70
32,496
70
32,496
70
32,496
70
32,496
70
32,496
50
32,496
50
32,496
50
32,496
50
32,496

221
45,047
233
45,762
194
46,500
185
47,470
185
48,217
190
48,964
200
50,042
94
37,412

Log

Man

Little
Deer

3,629

5,503

3,629

5,503

3,629

5,503

3,629

5,503

3,629

5,503

3,629

5,503

3,629

5,503

3,629

5,503

37,412

3,629

5,503

37,412
74
37,412
73
37,412
73
37,412
73
37,412
73
37,412

3,629

5,503

3,629

5,503

3,629

5,503

3,629

5,505

3,629

5,503

3,629

5,503

Happy
Camp
Complex
2,770
105,194
2,587
107,359
2,230
108,240
1,864
110,472
2,230
111,942
1,381
112,643
1,332
113,158
1,156
125,788
950
129,422
895
129,422
838
130,139
730
131,389

530
131,966
370
132,733

Forest Totals
3,061
191,869
2,890
194,749
2,494
196,368
2,119
199,570
2,485
201,787
1,641
203,235
1,602
204,828
1,320
204,828
1,020
208,462
965
208,462
982
209,179
853
210,429
123
79,042
653
211,006
493
211,773

Total Personnel
Acres
Total Personnel
Acres
Total Personnel
Acres
Total Personnel
Acres
Total Personnel
Acres

Cost to
Date
(millions)
$159.20
$162.40
$164.80
$167.30
$167.50
$171.00
$172.10
$173.40
$174.50
$175.70
$177.40
$178.50

Total Personnel
Acres
Total Personnel
Acres
Total Personnel
Acres

$178.70
$178.70
$179.20
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Date
25-Sep
26-Sep

Data Types

Beaver

White

Personnel Assigned
Acres
Personnel Assigned
Acres

50
32,496
50
32,496

73
37,412
73
37,412

3,629

Happy
Camp
Complex
280
5,503 132,733

3,629

5,503

Log

Man

Little
Deer

Forest Totals
403
211,773
123
79,040

Total Personnel
Acres
Total Personnel
Acres

Cost to
Date
(millions)
$180.40
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Appendix E

Brief prepared for
Representative Doug LaMalfa visit
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Appendix F

Community and Cooperators
After-Season Meetings Summary
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Community and Cooperators After-Season Meetings Summary
Klamath National Forest 2014 Wildfires
In order to better understand what went well and what could be improved regarding the 2014
fire season, the Klamath National Forest hosted “after fire season” meetings in seven local
communities plus one meeting focused on cooperators/partners. A diverse mix of people
participated in the meetings - members of the public, organizations and different agencies,
community leaders and elected officials – and provided information on the positive and negative
aspects of the Forest Service’s response and operations during the 2014 wildfire season. The
following is a summary of the most common themes from the meetings, with a Forest response
and follow-up actions identified. The topics are not in priority order.
1. Reduce hazardous fuels, reduce threats to communities and private property.
Some commenters felt that not enough was being done to treat hazardous fuels on the
Forest, not only adjacent to communities but also away from wildland/urban interface
areas. Some commenters felt that an aggressive post-fire salvage program needs to happen
quickly to remove fire-killed trees from the Forest. Some commenters felt that post-fire
salvage would make hazardous fuels conditions worse. Some commenters said that more
forest management needs to take place to thin the forest and increase its fire safety. Some
commenters wanted to see maintenance burning (prescribed fire) happening in 5-10 years
where wildfires had removed fuels, in order to increase community and wildfire response
safety and forest health and resilience.
Response: The Forest has a significant hazardous fuels reduction/vegetation
management program (includes prescribed burning, timber thinning, etc.) and has been
recently successful in competing for funding to increase this program.
Actions:
• The Forest will continue to work on vegetation management projects that will
treat fuels and improve the resiliency of the forest to wildfire events. This will
include looking into establishing and maintaining strategic dozer and firelines
during planning of all vegetation management and fuels reduction projects, where
applicable. The Forest will continue to work with local community Fire Safe
Councils to effectively treat hazardous fuels across all ownerships and in
partnership with projects on private lands (all lands approach). The Forest will
provide greater information on what hazardous fuels treatments have been
accomplished and are being planned, including sharing stories and plans and
advertising field trips to project areas.
• The Forest will work in cooperation with CAL FIRE Siskiyou Unit to share
defensible space information.
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The Forest will identify strategic dozer lines to maintain for use in suppressing
future wildfires.
• The Forest will work with “checkerboard” industrial timberland owners to develop
joint fire breaks.
• The Forest is currently working on the “Westside Fire Recovery Project” which was
developed to (among other objectives) reduce hazardous fuels created by the 2014
wildfires and establish/maintain strategic dozer fire lines/fuel breaks.
• The Forest will work to develop a “maintenance burning” strategy to keep fuels
reduced into the future. This strategy will consider returning prescribed fire to
areas that burned in wildfires, as well as use recent wildfire areas as logical holding
features for treating new areas.
2. Use local government Fire Department resources and local businesses during wildfires.
Some commenters felt that not enough local business was used during the 2014 wildfires.
Some commenters felt that local government Fire Department resources were not used
enough during the 2014 wildfires. Some commenters felt that the Forest Service should
return to system of hiring local equipment and operators to assist in fighting wildfires.
Response: Fire operations and support functions spent approximately $9.2 million in
Siskiyou County communities. Contracting of resources is governed by the Virtual
Incident Procurement (ViPR) system, which allows interested vendors to “bid” for
inclusion on the government contract list. It is a “best value” system that takes in a
variety of considerations (price, equipment type, past performance, etc.) in establishing
the priority order of vendors. There are many Siskiyou County vendors on ViPR lists, and
over $6 million was spent in contracts with Siskiyou County vendors during the fires of
2014. The Forest also paid approximately $425,000 to local government Fire Departments
for the use of their resources on 2014 wildfires. In some communities during the 2014
fires, local trash collection was used, as well as tire repair and laundry services. Almost
$2.5 million in supplies and services were purchased in support of Siskiyou County
wildfires in 2014, as well as almost $800,000 in food and lodging.
Actions:
• The Forest will continue to emphasize the use of local resources when possible
during wildfire events, both operationally and in support activities. Instructions to
incoming Incident Management Teams will be strengthened to emphasize use of
local resources.
• The Forest will provide information on how vendors can sign up for the ViPR
system.
• The Forest will continue to work closely with local government Fire Departments
and use their resources as needed and available.
3. Improve local cooperation between the Forest Service and CAL FIRE.
•
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Some commenters felt that the Forest and CAL FIRE Siskiyou Unit were not working well
together during 2014 fire suppression operations.
Response: The Klamath National Forest and CAL FIRE Siskiyou Unit have a strong and
positive partnership. An example of this close working relationship is that the Little Deer
Fire (a 5500 acre Forest Service fire south of Macdoel) was managed by a CAL FIRE
incident management team. The scale, pace and duration of suppression operations
during the 2014 wildfire season challenged communications and coordination between
the two agencies.
Actions:
• Leadership from both the Klamath National Forest and CAL FIRE Siskiyou Unit are
committed to strengthening the partnership that exists between the two agencies.
Leadership will make clear the importance of that partnership to all agency
employees as well as to visiting incident management teams. The direction to
visiting incident management teams will include using local agency resources as
much as possible to ensure that local knowledge and skill is maximized in fighting
fires.
• Both agencies will look for opportunities to increase joint operations, both during
and after fire season.
4. Information availability.
Some commenters complimented the Forest on all of the means used to share information
about the 2014 fires – public meetings (35 total during the fires), news releases, inciweb,
Facebook, emails, use of streaming technology to increase participation in public meetings,
video of briefings posted to websites. Some commenters wanted to see more information
readily available electronically/web-based, including operations maps and daily incident
action plans. Some commenters noted the inciweb site was often behind in providing timely
and accurate information.
Response: It is good to get positive feedback on some of the new things that were tried
this year (Facebook, streaming meetings). Some of the new ideas – like streaming public
meetings – were brought by visiting incident management teams. Some others – like
videoing morning briefings – were brought by local news media.
Actions:
• The Forest will make operations maps and incident action plans available to the
public via the internet.
• The Forest will work with incident management teams to standardize the use of
streaming technology for public meeting coverage.
• The Forest will continue to work with incident management teams to make timely,
accurate and relevant information available on Inciweb.
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5. Siskiyou Air Tanker Base
Some commenters felt that the non-operation of the Siskiyou Air Tanker Base during the
2014 wildfire season was a significant problem.
Response: The Siskiyou Air Tanker Base (located at Siskiyou Airport near Montague) did
not operate during the 2014 wildfire season. A number of equipment and other
operational challenges contributed to the decision to not use Siskiyou Base in 2014. Due
to the location of Klamath fire activity, as well as limited fire activity in other places in the
north State, the Forest was able to use air tankers supported out of Redding and Medford
without a significant delay in retardant delivery or reduction in quantity.
Action:
• The Forest is working with aviation technical specialists, facilities specialists, and
Siskiyou County to be able to re-open Siskiyou Air Tanker Base as soon as possible.
6. Fire suppression strategies.
Some commenters felt that the Forest was not aggressive enough in suppressing wildfires in
2014. Some commenters wanted to see the requirement to staff all fires by 10:00 a.m. of the
day after their detection re-instituted (the “10 a.m. policy”). Some commenters felt that
night time suppression operations were not used and would have been a positive
suppression strategy. Some commenters felt that excessive, impactful and wasteful fire
line/dozer line was built in suppressing the fires. Some commenters were concerned that
large “burn out” operations damaged forest resources and private property. Some
commenters were concerned that “burn out” operations were not used enough and could
have reduced the threats and impacts from the fires.
Response: The Forest aggressively initial attacked all wildfires during the summer of
2014. Due to firefighting resource limitations (not enough available during critical times)
and fire fighter safety concerns (for example, smokejumpers not being able to safely
engage the Falkstein fire) added to extraordinary burning conditions, eight of the 137
lightning fires on the Klamath NF during 2014 became large fires. Night time operations
were used when appropriate and when resources were available. The use of tactical fire
(“burn out”) was used where appropriate, generally to protect private property and
infrastructure or to lessen expected fire effects. The amount of fire line built in 2014 was
appropriate given the scale of the wildfires.
Actions:
• The Forest will continue to fight fire aggressively, including night operations and
the use of tactical fire.
• The Forest agrees that staffing all fires as soon as possible after detection is the
best suppression strategy.
• The Forest, in partnership with CAL FIRE, will continue to provide “defensible
space” information to local residents and advocate for establishing and
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maintaining adequate clearance, both to increase general fire safety and also to
reduce the potential need to use tactical firing around private property during
wildfires.
7. Fire suppression impacts.
Some commenters shared concerns that noxious weed spread would be a major problem in
the years following the fires. Some commenters wanted to know more about the impacts to
stream habitat due to fire suppression operations.
Response: The Forest conducts Burned Area Emergency Response (BAER) assessments
following fire events. The purpose of BAER is to quickly respond to emergency issues
created by wildfires, such as cleaning culvert inlets to allow for the passage of increased
run-off from burned areas. The Forest hosted nine community meetings in the fall of
2014 to share the results of the BAER work conducted on each large wildfire.
Actions:
• Continue to host BAER meetings in communities affected by wildfire.
• Improve BAER report availability by posting on the internet.
8. Utilizing local knowledge.
Some commenters complimented the Forest’s community liaison program, and wanted to
see it expanded. Some commenters were concerned about the lack of local Forest Service
personnel/community knowledge engaged with the incident management teams. Some
commenters felt that local government Fire Department skill and knowledge was not used
enough. Some commenters felt that joint training between local government Fire
Departments and the Forest Service, particularly around effectively working with incident
management teams, would be beneficial.
Response: Thank you for the compliment on the Forest’s community liaison program.
All of the credit for this program goes to the community volunteers that serve as liaisons.
Local Forest Service employees with extensive knowledge of fire conditions in our area
are regularly engaged with incident management teams. Local government Fire
Department skill and knowledge is an important asset in fighting wildland fire in and
around communities; the Forest needs to increase effectiveness in working in an
integrated fashion with local government Fire Departments.
Actions:
• The Forest will continue to use the community liaison program to maximize
communications with local communities as well as to provide local knowledge to
incoming incident management teams.
• The Forest will host a “Community Liaison Seminar” during the spring of 2015.
The goals of this seminar include strengthening skills of existing liaisons,
preparing newer liaisons by exchanging “best practices” information, and
identifying where the program can be further improved.
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The Forest will request additional personnel during times of high fire activity to
ensure that local Forest employees are fully engaged with incident management
teams to provide local knowledge.
• The Forest will meet with the Siskiyou County Fire Chiefs Association during the
spring of 2014 to exchange information and discuss how firefighting efforts from
all jurisdictions can work more effectively together.
9. Evacuation Planning.
Some commenters expressed appreciation to the Siskiyou County Sheriff and support
resources that conducted numerous evacuations during the 2014 wildfire season. Some
commenters felt that, in at least one instance, people doing the evacuation notification
work did not have good information to share, and in another instance, did not understand
local landmarks/directions. Some commenters felt that it took too long to allow them to
return to their homes after being evacuated.
Response: The decision to evacuate areas during a wildfire is made jointly between the
Incident Commander of the fire and the Siskiyou County Sheriff’s Office. The Forest
relies on the lead of the Siskiyou County Sheriff’s Office to evacuate residents threatened
by wildfire. The Forest works to support the SCSO in all ways possible when evacuations
are needed.
Actions:
The Forest will work with the Siskiyou County Sheriff’s Office to establish an
evacuation template that can be shared with incoming incident management
teams. This will standardize the evacuation process (as much as it can be) and
provide consistent evacuation planning as incident management teams rotate.
10. Fourteen day rotation of incident management teams.
Some commenters were concerned about the 14-day turnover of incident management
teams. Some commenters felt that this created problems in lack of continuity of
operational plans, having to take time to re-learn community needs and geographic features
and location names, and losing efficiency in operations due to outgoing teams ramping
down and incoming teams ramping up. Some commenters felt this was a major safety
issue.
Response: National interagency fire policy limits fire assignments to 14 days, with a few
exceptions (fire resources can be extended to 21 days under limited circumstances). The
interagency nature of incident management teams creates hardships to home units when
personnel are absent for more than 14 days. It is the responsibility of the Forest and the
outgoing and incoming teams to share critical information and plans when transitioning.
•
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Actions:
• The Forest will increase our engagement with incident management teams to
ensure that transitions go smoothly and that strategies are understood and
implemented to minimize the “ramping down/ramping up” effect.
• The Forest will work with fire leadership at other organizational levels to identify
possible alternate approaches to the normal 14/21 day IMT rotation for use during
long duration events.
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Appendix G

Expanded Initial Attack Narrative –
Log Fire and Happy Camp Complex
Log Fire Initial Attack
On July 29th, the Salmon-Scott River Ranger District responded to nine new lightning-caused
fires in their area. On July 30th, five additional fires started, including the last of the fires
detected for the day, the Log Fire, which was discovered near sunset. No resources were
immediately available to dispatch to the Log Fire due to the thirteen other fires being more
immediate (closer) threats to homes and infrastructure. CAL FIRE was likewise fighting new fire
starts and had no resources available. A Type IV (small fire) incident commander was
dispatched to the Log Fire to determine the best travel route to the scene (over private roads and
gates). Retardant tankers, helicopter support, four fire crews, and two bull dozers were ordered
for the fire, but none were available. One fire engine with its five person crew became available
late on July 30th and was sent to the Log Fire. The engine met the IC at the fire at 2300 hours.
The fire burned actively all night, with group tree torching, which limited the actions this small
group of firefighters could do safely. Nine smokejumpers parachuted to the fire just after
daybreak on July 31st; they estimated the fire size at 150 acres at that time. Another Forest
Service fire crew walked into the fire at the same time, and a bulldozer went to work opening
roads for access. By 0930 on July 31st, 28 firefighters were on the Log Fire. Despite this
aggressive initial attack, weather and fuels conditions and extremely steep terrain combined to
prevent success in immediate suppression.

Delta/Frying Pan fires (Happy Camp Complex) Initial Attack
The August 11th lightning storm brought eight new fire starts to the Happy Camp area. Priority
fires included those close to homes, power lines, a communications site, and a mine superfund
site. The Delta and Frying Pan fires, across the Klamath River from Happy Camp and burning
about a mile from each other, were lower priority fires as they were farther from homes and
infrastructure. Type V (small fire) incident commanders were sent to both fires within an hour
of detection. The Delta fire quickly had an engine with five person crew assigned. The Delta IC
and crew worked most of the night but could make only minimal progress due to steep
conditions (burning material rolling downhill below the crew and igniting more fire) and
extremely dry fuels. This crew installed and utilized 3500 feet of hose in an effort to suppress the
fire. The Frying Pan IC reported the fire was 600 to 800 feet down a steep slope with no safe
access for initial attack crews. On August 12th, despite increasing resource demands due to
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detecting six additional new fire starts in the Happy Camp area, two interagency hotshot crews
(40 firefighters) were diverted from the Beaver fire and dispatched to the Delta/Frying Pan fires
to continue extended attack. Rapid fire growth on the Frying Pan (significant smoke column
formed) made it evident that the Delta and Frying Pan fires would merge. By the end of the day
on August 12th, 350 people were assigned to the fourteen fires included in the Happy Camp
Complex (three additional new fire starts would be added to the Complex six days later).
Weather, fuels conditions and extremely steep terrain overcame the resources available and led
to a long-term fire event.
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